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No
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Unknown

For all patients with loss of smell 
( LOS) establish COVID-19 status 

through history / PCR / serology if possible  

Offer anosmia advice sheet to patients if 
possible and direct them to AbScent 
and Fifth Sense for further support 

Olfactory training is RECOMMENDED 
for patients with LOS > 2 weeks
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 > 2 weeks prescribe OCS ( optional ) 
if COVID-19 negative

 > 2 weeks prescribe OCS ( optional ) 
Omega-3 supplements ( optional )

only if COVID-19 symptoms have resolved 

 > 2 weeks prescribe OCS ( optional )
Omega-3 supplements ( optional )

Act on findings

INCS = Intra-Nasal Corticosteroid Spray

OCS = Oral Cortico-Steroids
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